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The Chakra from Entry to Exit 
 

Enter Anterior Alignment Valves from the Soul Layer as Single Individuated 
generic currents: Function, Purpose and Wisdom  
 

 
They create: Soul Pathway (entering triple current stream) 
Each current passes through a designated Function, Purpose, Wisdom 
Anterior Lesser Gate into: 

(A) Anterior Chamber: “Intentionality” and (P) Posterior Chamber: 
“Receptivity”  

(made of 3 nodes that mirror each other: 1.Function 2.Purpose 3.Wisdom) 

1A) Anterior Function Node- 

The incoming Function Soul Pathway goes into the Function Node and begins 
to increase speed.   

50% of the function current in the Anterior Function Node splits off and goes 
through the Anterior Osmotic Function Gate on the right side of the HES into 
Function Corridor where it maintains pure cooling intentionality as it passes 
through the Posterior Osmotic Function Gate into the Posterior where it 
mirrors the action in reverse.  

Anterior Function Greater Gate 

After the Function energy divides, the remaining energy in the Anterior 
Function Node achieves the proper speed and the current shifts from horizontal 
to vertical spin. The fast spinning now vertical (counterclockwise spinning) 
Function Current enters the Anterior Function Greater Gate in the Core 
Sheath.  

Into the Core: the now vertical counter clockwise spinning Function Current has 
retained the direction of the spin that it had when it was horizontal. The Function 
Current enters the Core that is spinning the exact opposite direction as the 
incoming Function. This causes a toroid implosion- this happens when two 
energies going the opposite direction at incredible speed encounter each other. 
The reaction is that they then explode outward in a toroid explosion. The intensity 
of the encounter informs the Function Current and creates the generative power 
of the Chakra.    
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1B) Posterior Function Node- “Receptivity Chamber” 

Informed Function Current Into the Posterior Chamber “Receptivity” through 
the Posterior Function Greater Gate. Here the Posterior Function Node 
blends the cooling energies reserved by the Function Corridor and the vertical 
function energies informed by the Core as they slow and incorporate what they 
have learned from the Core transit. As the Function Current informed by the 
Core slows, it returns to a horizontal position, is filled with the witnessing and 
receptive environment of Receptivity and prepares to exit the Receptivity 
Chamber as a fully empowered representative of the Function of a specific 
Chakra.  

The Chakra Function Current then moves out through the Posterior Function 
Lesser Gate into the outgoing Chakra Stream.  

It disassembles in the Function Dispersal Valve at the end of the Chakra 
Stream in the Inner Edge of the Soul Layer and enters the Soul Layer to 
deliver the specific Chakra’s Function message.  

________________________________________________________________ 

2A) Anterior Purpose Node- 

The incoming Purpose Soul Pathway goes through the Anterior Purpose 
Lesser Gate into the Purpose Node and begins to increase the speed of the 
spin that is spinning horizontally clockwise.   

(There is no split of the energy and there is no Purpose Corridor.)  

Anterior Purpose Greater Gate 

After the Purpose energy in the Anterior Purpose Node achieves the proper 
speed and the current shifts from horizontal to vertical spin. The fast spinning 
vertical (clockwise spin) Purpose Current enters the Anterior Purpose Greater 
Gate in the Core Sheath.  

Into the Core: the now vertical clockwise spinning Purpose Current has retained 
the direction of the spin that it had when it was horizontal. The Purpose Current 
enters the Core that is spinning the exact opposite direction as the incoming 
Purpose. This causes a toroid implosion- this happens when two energies going 
the opposite direction at incredible speed encounter each other. The reaction is 
that they then explode outward in a toroid explosion. The intensity of the 
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encounter informs the Purpose Current and creates the generative power of the 
Chakra.  

2B) Posterior Purpose Node- “Receptivity Chamber” 

Informed Purpose Current Into the Posterior Chamber “Receptivity” through 
the Posterior Purpose Greater Gate. Here the Posterior Purpose Node has 
nothing to blend. It takes the purposeful action produced by being informed by 
the Core and moves to exit the node as soon as the vertical Purpose energies 
informed by the Core slow it down. The current must incorporate the education 
received by the Core transit. As the Purpose Current slows, it returns to a 
horizontal position, and is filled with the witnessing and receptive environment of 
Receptivity. The Purpose Current prepares to exit the Receptivity Chamber 
as a fully empowered representative of the Purpose of a specific Chakra.  

The Chakra Purpose Current then moves out through the Posterior Purpose 
Lesser Gate into the outgoing Chakra Stream. It is travelling faster than either 
Function or Wisdom Currents and acts like an arrow point leading the triple-
current Chakra Stream to the Dispersal Valves. 

It disassembles from triple-current formation into single currents in the Purpose 
Dispersal Valve at the end of the Chakra Stream in the Inner Edge of the Soul 
Layer and enters the Soul Layer to deliver the specific Chakra’s Purpose 
message. 

________________________________________________________________ 

3A) Anterior Wisdom Node- 

The incoming Wisdom Soul Pathway goes into the Wisdom Node and begins 
to increase speed.   

50% of the function current in the Anterior Wisdom Node splits off and goes 
through the Anterior Osmotic Wisdom Gate on the left side of the HES into 
Wisdom Corridor where it maintains pure cooling intentionality as it passes 
through the Posterior Osmotic Wisdom Gate into the Posterior where it 
mirrors the action in reverse.  

Anterior Wisdom Greater Gate 

After the Wisdom energy divides the remaining energy in the Anterior Wisdom 
Node achieves the proper speed and the current shifts from horizontal to vertical 
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spin. The fast spinning now vertical (clockwise spinning) Wisdom Current enters 
the Anterior Wisdom Greater Gate in the Core Sheath.  

Into the Core: the now vertical clockwise spinning Wisdom Current has retained 
the direction of the spin that it had when it was horizontal. The Wisdom Current 
enters the Core that is spinning the exact opposite direction as the incoming 
Wisdom. This causes a toroid implosion- this happens when two energies going 
the opposite direction at incredible speed encounter each other. The reaction is 
that they then explode outward in a toroid explosion. The intensity of the 
encounter informs the Wisdom Current and creates the generative power of the 
Chakra.    

3B) Posterior Wisdom Node- “Receptivity Chamber” 

Informed Wisdom Current Into the Posterior Chamber “Receptivity” through 
the Posterior Wisdom Greater Gate. Here the Posterior Wisdom Node blends 
the cooling energies reserved by the Wisdom Corridor and the vertical function 
energies informed by the Core as they slow and incorporate what they have 
learned from the Core transit. As the Wisdom Current informed by the Core 
slows, it returns to a horizontal position, is filled with the witnessing and receptive 
environment of Receptivity and prepares to exit the Receptivity Chamber as a 
fully empowered representative of the Wisdom of a specific Chakra.  

The Chakra Wisdom Current then moves out through the Posterior Function 
Lesser Gate into the outgoing Chakra Stream.  

It disassembles in the Wisdom Dispersal Valve at the end of the Chakra 
Stream in the Inner Edge of the Soul Layer and enters the Soul Layer to 
deliver the specific Chakra’s Wisdom message.  

 


